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Abstract—In this research will study the syndetic set in topological transformation group, that represents one of 

the important sets in topological dynamics that Gottschak referred to in a book topological 

dynamics. Relationship between syndetic set and translation (left-right- bilateral) provided, In right topological 

transformation group have presented semi replete set and extensive set and referred to the relationship of semi 

replete set and extensive set on the one hand, and their relationship with syndetic set on the other hand. Introduced 

a new idea syndetic proximal point that depended on syndetic set and indicated to a relationship syndetic proximal 

point with proximal point and extensive proximal point, and concluded a number of relationships and 

theories.Keywords— syndetic set, topological transformation group, proximal point 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Let  ( ,,TZ ) be a right topological transference group, 

whose phase space Z  is compact hausdorff  and phase group 

T is syndetical transformaton[1].Topological transference 

group ( ,,TZ ) has algebraic structure and topological 

structure , depended on structure to study properties 

dynamical properties for (sets - points) [2]. Proximally is one 

of the important subject  in topological dynamics, where the 

proximal between points in different orbits and their dynamic 

properties are studied [3]  . The idea of  Proximally depends 

on the study of continuity and compaction between 

groups[4].In this paper been studied Proximally in  the 

periodic  points and the almost periodic  point depende on 

syndetical  set  [4]. Relationship  syndetical proximally point 

with some characteristic dynamical system (proximally point 

-extensively  proximally point-almost periodic point-invariant 

set-minimal set- periodic point) presented ,also we studied 

syndetical  proximally and extensively  proximally 

independed on syndetical  set and extensively set , and it will 

be give a necessary and sufficient condition syndetical  

proximally and extensively  proximally  to be proximally  

 

and we give some theorem a bout syndetical  proximally point 

.We use symbol   to indication the end  

 

II.Preliminaries  

 

In this section we given  basic definitions  and important 

concepts  and  necessary relations that need in this work  

 

Definition (1) [5] 

 

Let (T, ∗) be a group. Suppose that G is a topological space      

and there is a continues function 𝑓: T × T → T which defined 

by 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑥 ∗ 𝑦−1. Then (T,∗) is a topological  group.  

Definition (2) [6] 

 

Let (T,∗) be a topological group and let A be a semi group of 

T. Then A is said to be semi repletly group if for each compact 

set K there subsist 𝑔𝜖T that   𝑔𝐾 ⊂ A or 𝐾g ⊂ A. 

Definition (3) [7]  

Let (T,∗) be a topological group and let A be a subset of  G 

said to be extensively  set provided that 𝐴 intersects every 

semi repletly groups in T is non-empty set.  
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Definition (4) [7]  

 

Let (T,*) is a topological group, a subset of T is said to be a 

right syndetical  and a left syndetical  if there is a subsist 

compact subset K of T (𝐾 ⊂ 𝑇 ) that   ({𝐺 = 𝐴𝐾}, 𝐺 = 𝐾𝐴 ). 

 

Definition (5) [8] 

 

Triple( ,,TZ ) is said to be a right topological transference 

group is a  where Z is a topological space called the phase 

space, T is a topological  group called  the  phase  group  and  

mapping 𝜋: 𝑋 × 𝐺 → 𝑋, 𝜋(𝑥, 𝑡) → 𝑥𝑡 is a continuous condition 

right topological transference group as follows: 

   (1) 𝑥𝑒 = 𝑥 (𝑥 ∈ 𝑋) where is the identity element  of  T 

   (2) (𝑥𝑡)𝑠 = 𝑥(𝑡𝑠)  , (𝑥 ∈ 𝑋, 𝑡, 𝑠 ∈ 𝑇) 

 Definition (6) [8] 

 Let ( ,,TZ )be a topological transference group 

(1) A subset T  is said to be invariant set if  

T  

(2)A non-empty closed invariant set T  is said to be 

minimal set if it contains no non-empty closed invariant 

set. 

(3) 𝑥 ∈ 𝑍, is said to be fixed point if xxT  . 

(4) Zx  is said to be invariant  almost periodic point 

under T if for each invariant open  neighborhood U of  Z  

there subsist syndetical  subset   of  T that   Ux  . 

(5) Zx  is said to be almost periodic point under T if 

for each open neighborhood U of Z  there subsist 

syndetical  subset   of  T that   Ux  . 

Theorem (7)  

Let ( ,,TZ )   be a topological group  and T be abelin 

statements are equivalent  

1- A extensively  set of  T 

2- Ag extensively  set of  T  

Proof Suppose(1) we prove (2) Let A be a extensively  set 

of  T there subsist semi repletly P of  T that   𝐴 ∩ 𝑃 ≠ ∅ 

So  Ag ∩ Pg ≠ ∅ for some g ∈ T .It is enough to prove that 

Pg semi repletly  of T by hypothesis we have that compact  

  of  T that   PMg 1
 for some Tg 1

 because T group 

there subsist Tg 1  that   g  and,  1

1

1 PMggPMggg    

because M compact set of  T and right transference  to be 

continuous then Mg  compact set therefore Pg semi 

repletly  of T  and Ag extensively  set of  T. Suppose (2) 

We prove (1) .Let  Ag extensively  set of ,then there semi- 

repletly  𝑃 of  T   that  PAg  for each Aa  there 

subsist PpTg  ,  that   -1pga  so   pag  thus 

 APg 1 .It is enough to prove that 1Pg semi repletly  

of  T by hypothesis we have that compact    of  T  that   

PMg 1
 for some for some  Tg 1

 because T group there 

subsist Tg 1 that   11

1

  PgMgg because M compact set 

by hypothesis we obtain 1Mg compact set therefore 1Pg  

semi repletly  of G  and A extensively  set of  T.   

    Theorem (8)  

 

     Let ( ,,TZ )be a topological group  and T be 

abelin           statements are equivalent  

    1- gAextensively  set of   T 

    2-
1gAg  extensively  set of  T 

    3- Ag extensively  set of   T  

   Proof : Suppose(1) we prove (2) Let gA be a extensively  set  

of T there subsist semi repletly  gP of  T that   𝑔𝐴 ∩ 𝑔𝑃 ≠ ∅ 

So  
1gAg ∩ 

1gPg ≠ ∅ for some g,g1∈ T .It is enough to prove 

that 
1gPg  semi repletly of T by hypothesis we have that 

compact    of  T that   gPMg 2
 for some Tg 2

 because 

T group there subsist Tg 
1

1
 that   

112

1

112 g  and,  gPMgggPgMgg 
   because M compact 

set of T and right transference to be continuous then 
1Mg  

compact set therefore 
1g gP  semi repletly  of T  and gAg1 

extensively  set of  T  .Suppose (2) we prove (1) let  gAg1 
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extensively  set of ,then there semi- repletly    𝑃 of  T   that   

PgAg1
 for 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 there subsist 𝑔, 𝑔1 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃 that 

-1

11 pgga   so   pgag  thus 


gAPg
1

1
.It is enough 

to prove that 
1

1


Pg semi  repletly  of T by hypothesis we 

have that compact 𝑀  of  T  that   PMg 1
 for some for 

some 𝑔1 ∈ 𝑇  because T group there subsist𝑔1
−1 ∈ 𝑇 that   

1

1

1

11


 PgMgg because M compact set by  hypothesis we 

obtain 1

1


Mg compact set therefore 1

1


Pg  semi repletly  of 

T  and gA extensively  set of  T.   

 Prove the rest of the cases in the same way. 

Theorem (9)  

Let   ( ,,TZ )   be a topological group  and G be abelin 

statements are equivalent 

1.  g𝔸 syndetical  subset of  T.  

2. 𝔸    syndetical  subset of   T. 

3. 𝔸g syndetical  subset of   T   

 

proof  : Suppose(1) we prove (2) g𝔸 syndetical  subset of T 

then there subsist compact set K of  T that   g𝔸 k = T , because 

T group then there subsist 𝑔−1 ∈ 𝑇 that    𝑔−1g𝔸𝐾 = 𝑔−1𝑇 =

𝑇 𝑡ℎ𝑢𝑠 𝑒𝔸𝐾 = 𝑇 𝑠𝑜 𝔸𝐾 = 𝑇 there for 𝔸 syndetical  subset of 

T . Suppose(2) we prove (1) let 𝔸 syndetical  subset of T then 

there subsist compact subset K of T that   𝔸K= T , because T 

group there subsist 𝑔 ∈ 𝑇 that   𝑔𝔸𝐾 = 𝑔𝑇 = 𝐺  then g𝔸 

syndetical  subset of T . Suppose(3) we prove (2) let 𝔸g 

syndetical  subset of T then there subsist compact set K of T 

that   𝔸gK =T by hypothesis  𝔸 syndetical  subset of T  

.Suppose(2) we prove (3) let 𝔸 syndetical  subset of T then 

there subsist compact subset K of  T that   𝔸K=T, because T  

group there subsist (𝑒 ∈ 𝑇) that   𝔸𝑒𝑘 = 𝑇, 𝔸𝑔𝑔−1𝑘 = 𝑇 by 

theorem by hypothesis can obtain 𝑔−1𝑘 compact subset of T  

then 𝔸g syndetical  subset of T .   

Theorem (10) 

Let ( ,,TZ )be a topological group  and T be abelin 

statements are equivalent 

   1. 𝔸 syndetical  set 

    2. 𝔸 semi  repletly  set. 

Proof:Suppose(1) we prove (2) Let 𝔸 syndetical  set there     

subsist compact subset K of  T that 𝔸𝐾 = 𝑇 ,all g ∈ T there 

subsist  a ∈ A , k ∈ K that   t = ak , t k-1  = a thus tk-1  ⊂ 𝔸 

because k compact set and (T,∗) topological group then  k-1   

compact set therefore  𝔸 semi repletly  .    Suppose(2) we 

prove (1) Let 𝔸 repletly  semi group there subsist compact 

subset K of T that   gk⊂  𝔸 all g ∈ T there 

 a ∈ 𝔸 , k ∈ K that   gk =a , g = a k-1   ,T⊂  𝔸 k-1  because K 

compact and  (T,∗) topological group then  k-1   compact sub 

set of  T because k-1  ⊂T , 𝔸 ⊂T and (*) binary operation on  

T , 𝔸 k-1  ⊂ T , T= 𝔸 k-1  therefore  𝔸 syndetical .   

 

  Theorem(11) 

 

Let  ( ,,TZ ) be a toplogical transference group. and T  be 

an abelian Then the following statement are equivalent. 

 

  1) 𝔸 extensively  set of  T 

   2) 𝔸 syndetical   set of  T 

 

Proof:Suppose(1) we prove (2) Let 𝔸 be a extensively  

subset of T there subsist semi repletly  P of T that   𝔸 ∩ 𝑃 ≠

∅  Because intersects be abelin then P ⊂ 𝐴  there subsist a 

compact subset K  of T 𝑃𝐾 ⊂ 𝔸𝐾 form  theorem (10) P K 

= T so some 𝑇 ⊂  𝔸 K  it follows that 𝔸 syndetical  set of 

T. Suppose(2) we prove (1)  Let 𝔸 be a syndetical  subset of 

T there subsist  a compact subset K of T  that   𝔸 K =T  

Because K compact set and  (T,∗) topological group then  k-

1   compact sub set of  T, 𝔸 =T K-1  ,for each t∈ 𝑇 there 

subsist k∈K-1 , a∈  𝔸 that   tk-1= a and tK-1 ⊂  𝔸 Hence 𝔸 

semi repletly of T and 𝔸 ∩ 𝔸 ≠ ∅ there fore 𝔸 extensively  

set .   
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II. BASE RESULTS  

 

In this part, we introduce syndetical  proximally point in 

transference group and show that relationship syndetical  

proximally with dynamical properties. 

 

Definition (1) [9] 

 

Let ( ,,TZ )  be a transference group , a two points   and  

of Z  are called proximally proved that for each neighborhood 

index  in Z there subsist Tt  that  t),(   .The set  

of all proximally pairs are called the proximally relation and 

denoted by ),( TZP . 

Definition (2)  

 

Let ( ,,TZ )  be a transference group , a two points 

  and  of Z  are called syndetical  proximally proved that 

for each neighborhood index  in Z there subsist syndetical  

subset   of Z   that    ),( .The set  of all syndetical  

proximally pairs are called the syndetical  proximally relation 

and denoted by ),( TZSP . 

Definition (3)  

Let ( ,,TZ )  be a transference group , a two points 

  and  of Z  are called extensively  proximally proved that 

for each neighborhood index  in Z there subsist semi 

repletly   subset  of Z   that    ),(   .The set  of all 

extensively  proximally pairs are called the extensively 

proximally relation and denoted by ),( TZP . 

 

Theorem (4) 

Let ( ,,TZ ) be a transference group abelian group ),(   

syndetical  proximally point then   is invariant . 

 

Proof: Let ),(   are syndetical  proximally points then for 

each neighborhood index  in Z there subsist syndetical  

subset   of T that    ),(  ,because   syndetical  set  

there subsist compact set   that   T ,so 

  ),(  by hypothesis  T),(  ,

TTT  ),(  because T syndetical  set then 

TT  ),( , 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝜉, 𝜍)𝑇 orbit of (𝜉, 𝜍)then

  ),(),( T .So   ),(T ,because 

Te     so T   Thus  invariant .   

 

Theorem (5) 

Let ( ,,TZ ) be a transference group ,then the folllowing 

statements are equivalent . 

1. ),(   proximally point. 

2. ),(   syndetical  proximally point. 

 

Proof: Let ),(   are proximally points then for each 

neighborhood index  in T there subsist T  such that

 ),(  so  T),(  because  T topological group 

, then we obtain T syndetical  set .Then ),(   are syndetical  

proximally points. Conversely, let ),(   are  syndetical  

proximally points then for each neighborhood index  in Z 

there subsist syndetical  subset  of T such that  ),(  

,because   syndetical  set  there subsist compact set  of T

such that   T ,   ),(  and 𝜆℘ ⊏ 𝜆𝑇 by  

theorem (4) we obtain  ),(  so 
 

 T),(  

,there subsist Tt that    t),( .Therefore ),(   are 

proximally points.  

 

                   Fig. (1) Show relationship  Syndetic point with dynamical properties  
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  Theorem (6) 

Let ( ,,TZ ) be a transference group ,then the   

folllowing statements are equivalent 

  1. ),(   proximally point 

  2. ),(   extensively proximally point 

 

  Proof: 

Suppose that   be compact subset  of T ,let  ),(   are   

proximally points then for each neighborhood index  in T

there subsist T  that    ),(  so  T),(   

it is enough to prove T extensively set ,by hypothesis 

TtTt     Then T be semi repletly set  and 

TT  then T extensively set so ),(   extensively 

proximally points. Conversely, let ),(   are  extensively 

proximally points then for each neighborhood index  in Z 

there subsist extensively subset E  of T that   

 E),(  ,because E  extensively set then there 

subsist semi repletly  set   in T that   E  so 

  ),(),( E  because  E),(  then 

 ),(   because  subset of T there subsist t  

that    t),( .  

 

Theorem (7) 

Let ( ,,TZ ) be a transference group ,then folllowing 

statements are equivalent 

    1. ),(   syndetical  proximally point 

    2. ),(   extensively proximally point 

 

Proof: let ),(   are  syndetical  proximally points then for 

each neighborhood neighborhood neighborhood index   in 

Z there subsist syndetical  subset  of T that
 

 ),(  

,because   syndetical  set  there subsist compact set  of T  

that   T ,for each Tt there subsist  ba ,  

that   tab   because T topological group there subsist 

T1
that   1t  because compact set and  (T,∗) 

topological group then 
1 compact subset of T thus  semi 

repletly  set and   then   extensively  set and 

),(   extensively  proximally point. Conversely, let ),(   

are  extensively  proximally points then for each 

neighborhood index  in Z there subsist extensively subset 

E  of T that    E),(  ,because E  extensively  set 

then there subsist semi repletly  set   in T that   E  

and   ),(),( E  by hypothesis we obtain 

 ),(   because   semi repletly  subset of T by 

theorem (10)    syndetical  subset of T  therefore ),(   

syndetical  proximally point.   

 

Theorem (8) 

1.Let ( ,,TZ ) be a transference group  , and   open 

neighborhood of ),(   then    invariant open  

neighborhood of ),(  . 

 

2. Let ( ,,TZ ) be a transference group  , and P period of 

),(   then  P syndetical  subset of T. 

 

Theorem (9) 

Let ( ,,TZ ) be a transference group , and ),(   

syndetical  proximally point then  𝜆 = (𝜉, 𝜍)𝑇 

 

Proof: Suppose T),(  orbit of ),(   because ),(   are  

syndetical  proximally points then for each neighborhood 

index  in Z there subsist syndetical  subset  of T that   

 ),(  because T),(  orbit of ),(   then 

T),(),(   ,by hypothesis T  1),(  by 

theorem (4) we obtain  ),(  thus  T),(

because  ),( ,(𝜉, 𝜍)𝜂 ∩ (𝜉, 𝜍)𝑇 ≠ 0,so T),(  
 

therefore 𝜆 = (𝜉, 𝜍)𝑇 .   

 
Lemma (10)  

 

Let ( ,,TZ ) be a transference group , and ),(   

syndetical  proximally point then  𝜆 ⊏ (𝜉, 𝜍)𝑇̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 
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Theorem (11) 

Let ( ,,TZ ) be a transference group , and ),(   syndetical  

proximally point then  ),(   almost  invariant periodic point  

 

Proof : Let ),(   are  syndetical  proximally points then for 

each neighborhood index  in Z there subsist syndetical  

subset  of T that    ),( .Because   subset in 

topological spase then   open  set by throrem  (4)   

invariant  set  .thus ),(   almost  invariant periodic point .  

 

Theorem (12) 

Let ( ,,TZ ) be a transference group , and ),(   syndetical  

proximally point then  ),(   almost  periodic point  

 

Theorem (13) 

      Let ( ,,TZ ) be a transference group , and ),(   

periodic point under T then: 

    1. ),(   syndetical  proximally point . 

    2.  (𝜉, 𝜍)𝑃 = (𝜉, 𝜍)𝑇 

     3.   minimal neighborhood index 

 

    Proof: 

    (1) Suppose 𝜆  neighborhood  of  ),(   because periodic 

point under T there subsist period P  that   (𝜉, 𝜍)𝑃 = (𝜉, 𝜍), 

so (𝜉, 𝜍)𝑃 ⊏ 𝜆 , by theorem (8-2)  P syndetical  set and  𝜆   

Open neighborhood  subset of Z  therefore ),(   

syndetical  proximally point .   

 

     (3) Let ),(   periodic point under T by throrem  (13-1) 

there subsist syndetical  subset  of T that    ),(  

by throrem (9)  we obtain 𝜆 = (𝜉, 𝜍)𝑇 ⊏  (𝜉, 𝜍)𝑇̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅  because 

),(   periodic point then   be minimal index.   

 

 

III.Conclusion  

In this research,  study the proximally  between the points 

(almost periodic –periodic ) in topological transference 

group  depended on syndetical  set  , and reached the 

following results 

1.
 

),(   syndetical  proximally point neighborhood 

index  is invariant 

 2.Relationship syndetical  proximally point with 

proximally point 

3..Relationship syndetical  proximally point with  

extensively  proximally point 

4..Relationship extensively  proximally point with 

proximally point 

5. Relationship syndetical  proximally point with  almost 

periodic  point 

6. Relationship periodic  point with  almost periodic  point. 

And   minimal index 
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